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Abstract

We present a novel approach to the detection and 3D

pose estimation of objects in color images. Its main con-

tribution is that it does not require any training phases nor

data for new objects, while state-of-the-art methods typi-

cally require hours of training time and hundreds of training

registered images. Instead, our method relies only on the

objects’ geometries. Our method focuses on objects with

prominent corners, which covers a large number of indus-

trial objects. We first learn to detect object corners of var-

ious shapes in images and also to predict their 3D poses,

by using training images of a small set of objects. To detect

a new object in a given image, we first identify its corners

from its CAD model; we also detect the corners visible in

the image and predict their 3D poses. We then introduce a

RANSAC-like algorithm that robustly and efficiently detects

and estimates the object’s 3D pose by matching its corners

on the CAD model with their detected counterparts in the

image. Because we also estimate the 3D poses of the cor-

ners in the image, detecting only 1 or 2 corners is sufficient

to estimate the pose of the object, which makes the approach

robust to occlusions. We finally rely on a final check that ex-

ploits the full 3D geometry of the objects, in case multiple

objects have the same corner spatial arrangement. The ad-

vantages of our approach make it particularly attractive for

industrial contexts, and we demonstrate our approach on

the challenging T-LESS dataset.

1. Introduction

3D object detection and pose estimation are of primary

importance for tasks such as robotic manipulation, virtual

and augmented reality and they have been the focus of in-

tense research in recent years, mostly due to the advent

of Deep Learning based approaches and the possibility of

using large datasets for training such methods. Methods

relying on depth data acquired by depth cameras are ro-

Figure 1: Given a small set of objects from the T-LESS

dataset [17], we learn to detect corners of various appear-

ances and shapes and to estimate their 3D poses using syn-

thetic renderings (first row). Then, given only the CAD

model of new objects with corners, we can detect these ob-

jects and estimate their 3D poses, without any new training

phase (second and third rows). The green bounding boxes

correspond to the ground truth poses and the blue bounding

boxes to the poses estimated with our method.

bust [15, 9]. Unfortunately, active depth sensors are power

hungry or sometimes it is not possible to use them.

It is therefore often desirable to rely on color images, and

many methods to do so have been proposed recently [19,

25, 31, 18, 35, 24]. However, the success of these meth-

ods can be attributed to supervised Machine Learning ap-



proaches, and for each new object, these methods have

to be retrained on many different images of this object.

Even if domain transfer methods allow for training such

methods with synthetic images [16, 19, 30] instead of real

ones [2, 39, 10, 22, 33, 20, 26, 36] at least to some extent,

such training sessions take time, and it is highly desirable to

avoid them in practice.

In this paper, we propose a method that does not require

additional learning nor training images for new objects: We

consider a scenario where CAD models for the target ob-

jects exist, but not necessarily training images. This is often

the case in industrial settings, where an object is built from

its CAD model. We rely on corners which we learn to de-

tect and estimate the 3D poses during an offline stage. Our

approach focuses on industrial objects. Industrial objects

are often made of similar parts, and corners are a domi-

nant common part. Detecting these corners and determin-

ing their 3D poses is the basis for our approach. We follow

a deep learning approach and train FasterRCNN on a small

set of objects to detect corners and predict their 3D poses.

We use the representation of 3D poses introduced by [7]:

The 3D pose of a corner is predicted in the form of a set of

2D reprojections of 3D virtual points. This is convenient for

our purpose, since multiple corners can be easily combined

to compute the object pose when using this representation.

However, we need to take care of a challenge that arises

with corners, and that was ignored in [7]: Because of its

symmetries, the 3D pose of a corner is often ambiguous,

and defined only up a set of rigid rotations. We therefore

introduce a robust and efficient algorithm that considers the

multiple possible 3D poses of the detected corners, to finally

estimate the 3D poses of the new objects.

In the remainder of the paper, we review the state-of-

the-art on 3D object pose estimation from images, describe

our method, and evaluate it on the T-LESS dataset, which is

made of very challenging objects and sequences.

2. Related Work

In this section, we first review recent work on 3D object

detection and pose estimation from color images. We also

review works on transfer learning for 3D pose estimation,

as it is a common approach to decrease the number of real

training images.

2.1. 3D Object Detection and Pose Estimation from
Color Images

Several recent works extend on deep architectures de-

veloped for 2D object detection by also predicting the 3D

pose of objects. [19] trained the SSD architecture [21] to

also predict the 3D rotations of the objects, and the depths

of the objects. To improve robustness to partial occlusions,

PoseCNN [35] segments the objects’ masks and predicts the

objects’ poses in the form of a 3D translation and a 3D ro-

tation. Also focusing on occlusion handling, PVNet [24]

proposed a network that for each pixel regresses an offset

to predefined keypoints. Deep-6DPose [8] relies on Mask-

RCNN [14]. Yolo3D [31] relies on Yolo [27] and predicts

the object poses in the form of the 2D projections of the

corners of the 3D bounding boxes, instead of a 2D bound-

ing box. [25] also used this representation to predict the 3D

pose of objects, and shows how to deal with some of the

ambiguities of the objects from T-Less—however it does

not provide a general solution. Some methods [19, 16, 30]

use synthetic training images generated from CAD models,

but for each new model, they need to retrain their network,

or a new one.

Somewhat related to our approach, [18, 4, 37, 24] first

predict the 3D coordinates of the image locations lying on

the objects, in the object coordinate system, and predict the

3D object pose through hypotheses sampling with preemp-

tive RANSAC. Instead of predicting the 3D coordinates of

2D locations, [7] predicts the 2D projections of 3D virtual

points attached to object parts. The advantage of this ap-

proach is its robustness to partial occlusions, as it is based

on parts, and the fact that the detected parts can be used eas-

ily together to compute the 3D pose of the target object. In

this paper, we rely on a similar representation of parts, but

extends it to deal with ambiguities, and show how to use it

to detect unknown objects without retraining.

All these works require extensive training sessions for

new objects, which is what we avoid in our approach. Pre-

vious works, based on templates, also aim at avoiding such

training sessions. For example, [15] proposes a descriptor

for object templates, based on image and depth gradients.

Deep Learning has also been applied to such approach, by

learning to compute a descriptor from pairs or triplets of ob-

ject images [34, 1, 38, 5]. Like ours, these approaches do

not require re-training, as it only requires to compute the

descriptors for images of the new objects. However, it re-

quires many images from points of view sampled around

the object. It may be possible to use synthetic images, but

then, some domain transfer has to be performed. But the

main drawback of this approach is the lack of robustness to

partial occlusions, as the descriptor is computed for whole

images of objects. It is also not clear how it would handle

ambiguities, as it is based on metric learning on images. In

fact, such approach has been demonstrated on the LineMod,

which is made of relatively simple objects, and never on the

T-Less dataset, which is much more challenging.

2.2. Transfer Learning for 3D Pose Estimation

Another approach to limit the number of real training im-

ages is to rely on synthetic images, which can be rendered

when a CAD model is available as we assume here. This

is a very popular approach, which requires domain trans-





Figure 4: The same corner can look the same under different

3D poses. This implies that it is possible to predict the 3D

pose of a corner only up to some rigid motions.

predict the object class (corner vs background). We also

added to the global loss term, a squared loss for training the

predictions of the reprojections of the control points.

To train FasterRCNN, we used a small number of objects

exhibiting different types of corners, shown in Fig. 3(c),

and created synthetic images of these objects for training.

Two examples of these images are shown on the first row of

Fig. 1. These images are created by randomly placing the

training objects in a simple scene made of a plane randomly

textured, and randomly lighted. In practice, we noticed that

we did not need to apply transfer learning to take care of the

domain gap between our synthetic images and the real test

images of T-LESS. This is probably due to the fact that we

consider only local parts of the images, and because the test

images of T-LESS are relatively noise-free. Given the CAD

models of these objects we can select the control points in

3D and project them with the ground truth pose. In this way,

we obtain the 2D ground truths reprojections of the control

points needed to train the network.

3.2. Ambiguities between Corner Poses and How to
Handle Them

As shown in Fig. 4, many ambiguities may happen when

trying to predict the 3D pose of a corner from its appear-

ance. These ambiguities do not happen in the problems con-

sidered by [7], and are due to the symmetries of corners. If

we ignore these ambiguities, we would consider only one

pose among all the possible poses for each detected corner,

which would result in missing new objects very often.

From the image of a corner, there are in general 3 pos-

sible 3D poses that correspond to this image, as shown in

Fig. 5. Given one possible 3D pose p, it is possible to gen-

erate the two other poses by applying rotations around the

corner. In our case, since we represent the pose with the 2D

reprojections of the virtual points, this can also be done by

permuting properly the 2D reprojections. We therefore in-

troduce 2 permutations Σ1 and Σ2 which operate on the 2D

reprojections as depicted in Fig. 5. Given a pose predicted

by FasterRCNN, we can generate the 2 other possible poses

Figure 5: Given the image of a corner, three arrangements

of 3D virtual points are possible.

by applying Σ1 and Σ2. This is used in our pose estimation

algorithm described in the next subsection.

3.3. Pose Estimation Algorithm

We represent a new object to detect as a set C =
{C1, .., CNC

} of NC 3D corners. This can be done using

only the CAD model of the object. Each corner is made of

Nv 3D virtual points: Ci = {Mi,1, ..,Mi,Nv
} expressed in

the object coordinate system.

From our FasterRCNN framework, given an input im-

age, we obtain a set D = {d1, . . . , dNd
} of ND detected

corners dj . Each detected corner dj is made of Nv pre-

dicted 2D reprojections: dj = [mj,1, . . . ,mj,Nv
].

The pseudocode for our detection and pose estimation

algorithm is given as Alg. 1. To deal with the erroneous

detected parts, we use the same strategy as RANSAC. By

matching the detected corners dj with their 3D counterparts

Ci, it is possible to compute the 3D pose of the object us-

ing a PnP algorithm. Since each corner is represented by

Nv = 7 points, it is possible to compute the pose from a

single match. As explained in Section 3.2, each detected

corner can correspond to 3 possible arrangements of virtual

points, and we apply Σ1 and Σ2 to the mj,k reprojections to

generate the 3D possible poses for the detected corners.

In order to find the best pose among all these 3D pos-

sible poses, we compute a similarity score as the cross-

correlation between the gradients of the image and the im-

age gradients of the CAD model rendered under the 3D

pose. We finally keep the pose with the largest similarity

score as the estimated pose.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we present and discuss the results of our

pose estimation algorithm. We first describe the metrics

used in the literature and in this paper. Then, we show a

quantitative analysis of object detection and pose estimation

as well as qualitative results. All the results are computed

on the challenging T-LESS dataset [17].

4.1. Metrics

To evaluate our method, we use the percentage of cor-

rectly predicted poses for each sequence and each object



Algorithm 1 Pose estimation algorithm

1: C ← {Ci}i, the set of 3D corners on the new object.

Each 3D corner Ci is made of 7 3D control points, ex-

pressed in the coordinate system of the new object.

2: D ← {dj}j , the set of 2D detected corners in the in-

put image. Each 2D corner dj is made of 7 2D image

locations.

3:

4: procedure POSE ESTIMATION(C, D)
5: poses ← [] ⊲ Set of possible poses and their scores

6: for C ∈ C do

7: for d ∈ D do

8: for Σ ∈ {I,Σ1,Σ2} do
9: corr ← (C,Σ(d)) ⊲ 2D-3D correspondence

10: pose ← PNP(corr) ⊲ 3D pose estimate

11: nbinliers ← COMPUTE INLIERS(pose, C,D)
12: if nbinliers > τinliers then

13: REFINE(pose, C,D) ⊲ Compute pose using all the inliers

14: spose ← SCORE(pose, C,D)
15: Add (pose, spose) to poses

16: return pose with best spose in poses

17:

18: procedure SCORE(pose, C, D)

19: s ← 0
20: template ← ImageGradients(rendering(model, pose)
21: edgesinput ← ImageGradients(inputimage)
22: s ← Cross Correlation(edgesinput, template)
23: return s

of interest, where a pose is considered correct based on the

ADD metric. This metric is based on the average distance

in 3D between the model points after applying the ground

truth pose and the estimated one. A pose is considered cor-

rect if the distance is less than 10% of the object’s diameter.

4.2. Results

The complexity of the test scenes varies from several

isolated objects on a clean background to very challenging

ones with multiple instances of several objects with a high

amount of occlusions and clutters. Only few previous works

present results on the challenging T-LESS dataset [17]. To

the best of our knowledge, the problem of pose estimation

of new objects that have not been seen at training time has

not been addressed yet.

In order to evaluate our method, we split the objects from

T-LESS into two sets: One set of objects seen by the net-

work during the training and one set of objects never seen

and used for evaluation at testing time. More specifically,

we train our network on corners extracted from Objects #6,

#19, #25, #27 and #28 and test it on Objects #7, #8, #20,

#26 and #29 on T-LESS test scenes #02, #03, #04, #06,

#08, #10, #11, #12, #13, #14 and #15.

Scene: Obj AD{D|I}10% AD{D|I}20% AD{D|I}30% detection [%]

02: 7 68.3 80.1 83.7 67.3

03: 8 57.9 72.5 78.7 76.3

04: 26 28.1 47.2 56.2 48.3

04: 8 21.2 53.0 68.2 35.7

06: 7 36.8 61.7 78.7 73.7

08: 20 10.0 40.4 56.1 34.1

10: 20 27.8 47.2 58.3 30.0

11: 8 58.8 74.9 85.3 74.3

12: 7 23.1 44.6 47.7 54.6

13: 20 26.6 57.3 69.0 52.9

15: 29 48.0 59.1 76.7 38.3

14: 20 10.0 24.6 31.6 44.0

Average 34.7(±18.5) 55.2(±15.2) 65.9(±15.6) 52.5(±16.2)

Table 1: Our quantitative results on T-Less test Scenes #02,

#03, #04, #06, #08, #10, #11, #12, #13, #14, #15. Last

column reports the detection accuracy. We consider the ob-

ject to be detected if the IoU between the rendering of the

object with the pose estimate and with the ground truth is

higher then 0.4.

4.2.1 2D Detection

We first evaluate our method in terms of 2D detection. Even

this task is challenging on the T-LESS dataset given our set-

ting, as the objects are very similar to each others.

Most of previous works separate the detection task from

the pose estimation. For example, in [25], the authors

present a method that first detects objects through a seg-

mentation approach and then use the corresponding crop of

the image to estimate the pose. Some works only focus on

pose estimation [30], and use the ground-truth crops of each

objects of the scene to avoid the detection step.

In this work, we cannot access images of objects on

which the pose estimation is done. Thus, it is not possible to

train a separated object detection network or segmentation

network to solve this problem. Our method returns directly

the 3D poses of the objects. To evaluate the detection ac-

curacy, we therefore use the 2D bounding boxes computed

from the reprojections of the CAD models under the esti-

mated 3D pose.

We report our detection accuracy in the last column of

Table 1. The accuracy is measured in terms of Intersection

over Union (IoU ) between the rendering of the object with

the estimated pose and the rendering of the object with the

ground truth pose. An object is considered correctly de-

tected in the frame if IoU > 0.4. Our method succeeds an

average of 52.5% of good detection without any detection

or segmentation priors.

4.2.2 3D Pose Estimation

We evaluate the pose estimation on images where the ob-

ject of interest has been detected. For each object of our



experiments, we compute the ADD metric presented above.

Table 1 reports the scores for three percentages of object di-

ameters. For symmetrical objects, we report the ADI metric

instead of ADD. The object 3D orientation and translation

along the x-and y-axes are typically well estimated. Most of

the translation error is along the z-axis, as it is usually the

case of other algorithms for 3D pose estimation from color

images.

4.2.3 Qualitative results

To conclude the evaluation of our method, we present sev-

eral qualitative results obtained on the tested scenes of the

T-LESS dataset in Figs 6-11. Each top row show the results

of the corners detection part while each bottom row shows

the estimated 3D poses. Green boxes are ground truth 3D

bounding boxes while blue boxes are bounding boxes we

predicted using our pose estimation pipeline. Some scenes

are very challenging. Here, the background is highly tex-

tured compared to the objects and the scenes are crowded

with unwanted and close objects. Moreover, objects seen

by our network during training appear near the objects on

which we wanted to test our algorithm. Despite that, we

can see that our method succeeds in estimating the pose

correctly. Moreover, Figs. 7 and 10 show that detecting cor-

ners of the objects is a good direction when dealing with

”crowded” scenes where partial occlusions often occur.

4.3. Computation Times

We implemented our method on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-

2609 v4 1.70GHz desktop with a GPU Quadro P5000. Our

current implementation takes 300ms for the 3D part detec-

tion and 2s for the pose estimation, where most of the time

is spent in rendering and cross-correlation. We believe this

part could be significantly optimized.

5. Conclusion

We introduced a novel approach to the detection and 3D

pose estimation of industrial objects in color images that

only requires the CAD models of the objects, and no re-

training is needed for new objects. We showed that esti-

mating the 3D poses of the corners makes our method able

to solve typical ambiguities that raise with industrial ob-

jects. A natural extension of our method would be to con-

sider other types of parts, such as edges or quadric surfaces.
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